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Abstract Knowledge of the end winding inductance of electrical machines is de-
cisive for calculating their operating performance. In this article, two different ap-

proaches to analytically calculate the stator end winding inductance of large induction
machines are discussed. The first method is based on the exact replication of the 3D

conductor geometry using serially connected straight filaments, where the inductances
are calculated by solving Neumann’s integral. In the second method, the end wind-

ing flux is resolved into components excited by the axial and circumferential end
winding magnetomotive force, resulting in a far simpler geometrical model. In both

cases, end face effects are taken into account by adopting the method of images.
The analytical approaches are compared to the known analytical calculation method

proposed by Alger [1]. In addition, the stator end winding inductance is computed
by means of 3D finite-element analysis. Using experimental validation, it is shown

that both the analytical and numerical results reasonably correlate with removed
rotor inductance measurements taken for several induction machines with different

rated powers and frame sizes, if the permeability of the laminated core is taken into
consideration.

Keywords electrical machines, end winding inductance, analytical model

1. Introduction

Knowledge of the leakage inductance of electrical machines is essential for determining

their operational performance in particular starting torque, starting current, power factor,

and (relative) short-circuit voltage [2, 3]. One major component of the leakage inductance

is the inductance of the end winding (i.e., the part of the winding outside the core region

connecting the single coil sides located under different poles). When cross-sectional 2D

finite-element computations of electrical machines are to be performed, the end region

parameters also have to be known in order to obtain meaningful results [4]. Especially

for two-pole machines with their large coil span and winding overhang, the end winding
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leakage inductance represents a considerable percentage of the overall leakage inductance,

which can exceed 50%.

Contrary to “classic” magnetic leakage fields in electrical machines (e.g., slot, tooth

tip, and zigzag leakage), the end winding field is characterized by a complicated 3D pat-

tern [1]. Typically, the end winding inductance (which is one element of the single-phase

equivalent circuit of an AC machine) is calculated by means of simple approximation

equations, using constant magnetic leakage permeances [5]. These leakage permeances

are based on experimental data or on the long-time experience of the manufacturers.

However, these rough approaches do not allow the actual 3D end winding geometry to

be taken into consideration. Especially when changes in machine design or frame size

are required, the traditional leakage permeances lose their validity.

In recent years, numerous approaches for a more detailed calculation of the end

winding inductances of electrical machines have been published, taking into account the

exact geometry of the winding overhang. Several authors have proven the applicability of

numerical 3D field computations for this purpose. In [6], the end winding leakage induc-

tance of a high-speed generator is calculated using a 3D finite-difference method. The use

of 3D finite-element analysis (FEA) to calculate the stator end winding inductance of AC

machines was discussed in [7–9] and elsewhere. Further, the frequency dependency of

the end winding leakage inductance of an induction machine stator was discussed in [10].

Other works were dedicated to the numerical computation of the end winding inductance

of permanent-magnet linear synchronous motors [11]. The calculation of the end winding

inductances of large synchronous machines based on 3D FEA was discussed in [12, 13].

A comparison of the results of an analytical and a numerical calculation of the end

winding inductance of a turbo generator was presented in [14].

Nevertheless, the use of 3D finite-element tools implicates several disadvantages.

First, modeling of the 3D coil geometry is very time consuming. Furthermore, to reach

converging solutions, a very large number of elements may be necessary, especially

if particular boundary conditions are to be taken into account, such as the relative

permeability of the end plates, which considerably increases the computation time.

Finally, elaborate post-processing is needed to obtain the correct leakage inductance value

per phase from the huge amount of data generated. This is why numerical calculation

of the end winding inductances presently does not appear to be suitable for efficiently

designing industrial electrical machines. Analytical approaches that take into account the

geometry of the end winding coils are more suitable for this purpose and can be solved

in a few seconds or less. Such methods are presented together with others in [1, 14–18].

Two different analytical approaches to calculate induction machine stator end wind-

ing inductances are presented in detail in this article. The first is based on the approaches

introduced in [16, 17], where each stator conductor is replaced by serially connected

filaments and inductances are obtained by solving Neumann’s integral. The second applies

a simpler geometrical model by breaking down the end winding flux into different compo-

nents produced by the axial and circumferential end winding magnetomotive force (mmf),

as already suggested in [1]. The results of both analytical models are compared to the

analytical calculation method described by Alger [1] and numerical 3D FEA computations

as well as removed rotor measurements on a broad range of large induction machines.

2. End Winding Geometry and Assumptions

The electrical machines discussed in this article are high-voltage three-phase squirrel-

cage induction machines in the power range of 220 to 1330 kW, with frame sizes in the
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Figure 1. View of back end of high-voltage induction motor with end winding region (rotor

removed).

range of 315 to 560 mm and pole numbers in the range of 2 to 10. The short-pitched,

two-layer stator winding is manufactured as a form-wound diamond-shaped winding, as

can be seen in Figure 1. The geometrical model of the end winding coils used for the

calculations is based on a parametric involute model discussed in detail in [16].

The problem of defining a mutual inductance of the (open-ended) end winding coils

was already mentioned in [10, 16]. Nevertheless, in this article, the term “inductance”

is used, denoting the flux linkage of one current-carrying end region conductor with

another end region conductor, including flux elements partially passing into the core and

excluding fringe elements of the air gap flux. For the analytical models, the following

assumptions apply.

(a) The influence of the end plate and the laminated core is taken into account

using the method of images. The iron surface delimits an infinite half-space.

The relative permeability of the iron core is regarded as constant and isotropic;

the end winding conductors are completely located in air.

(b) Other design elements (e.g., shaft, bearing shield, housing) as well as the influ-

ence of slots and air gap are neglected.

(c) The stator winding is fed from a symmetrical three-phase system.

(d) Only the fundamental mmf component is considered.

3. Analytical Model I: Neumann Integrals

Considering the exact geometry of the coils in the end winding region, the end winding

inductances for single coils can be calculated by applying Neumann’s integral and the

method of images [14–17]. To obtain the end winding inductance of one phase for use

in the single-phase equivalent circuit model, the inductances at the coil level are further
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processed by considering the precise interconnection of the single coils as described in

Section 3.3.

3.1. Calculation of Inductances at Coil Level in Air

Mutual inductances between two loops of infinitely thin conductors v and k of any 3D

shape in air can be calculated by solving Neumann’s integral:

Mvk D �0

4�
�
Z

lv

Z

lk

d Elv � d Elk
rvk

D �0

4�
�
Z

lv

Z

lk

�: (1)

Here, l describes the path along a loop, and rvk represents the distance between the two

differentials d Elv and d Elk on loop v and k currently being considered with the integration.

By considering the winding numbers wv and wk, Eq. (1) can be equally applied to coils

with more than one turn along the same path.

In order to be able to analytically carry out the integration, each coil is further

modeled as a series of n straight filaments, which is also permissible for conductors with

a finite cross-section if the length of each filament is large compared to the cross-section

edges [19]. In addition to this condition, the number of straight filaments can be chosen

arbitrarily so that the desired geometrical accuracy is reached. The mutual inductance

between two coils v and k is then calculated by applying Eq. (1) on each combination

of the single filament segments of coil v with those of coil k:

Mvk D wvwk

�0

4�
�

nvX

mvD1

nkX

mk D1

Z

lmv

Z

lmk

d Elmv � d Elmk

rmvk

: (2)

To calculate the self-inductances (i.e., v D k) of the coils, the application of Eq. (2) is

restricted to the mutual inductances between the single straight filament sections of the

coil. According to [17], the self-inductance of a section can be obtained by calculating

the mutual inductance (cf., Eq. (2)) of the regarded filament section with a parallel

filament of the same length at the geometrical mean distance (GMD) for each pair of

two points within the cross-section A of the conductor, defined by

ln.GMD/ D 1

A2

Z

A

Z

A

ln.s/dAdA; (3)

where s denotes the distance between the two points.

3.2. Calculation of Machine End Winding Inductances at Coil Level

According to the definition in Section 2, only the contributions of the end parts of the

coils to the mutual inductances are considered, so that when applying Eq. (2), lv and lk
only represent the paths along the parts of the coil in the end winding section located

in air.

As Neumann’s integral can only be applied to spaces of homogenous permeability,

the influence of the iron core (which is bounding the air-filled end winding region) on the

magnetic field is modeled by using the method of images as described in [16], which

requires the assumptions (a) and (b) made in Section 2.
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Any coil having a finite length in air and crossing the bonding surface between the

half-spaces perpendicularly can be constructed by superposition of infinite circuits, as

depicted in the principle model in Figure 2, configuration (A).

According to [16], by creating a mirror image of the infinite conductors not crossing

the bonding surface, configuration (A), containing two half-spaces comprising iron and

air respectively, can be equally modeled with two half-spaces both comprising air in

configuration (B). The inductances of the transformed configuration (B) can subsequently

be calculated using Neumann’s integral.

The permeability of the iron in configuration (A) can be considered in configura-

tion (B) by the current I 0 flowing in the mirrored conductor, which can be calculated

with the image factor km as:

I 0 D kmI D �r � 1

�r C 1
I; (4)

where �r is the relative permeability of the iron, and I is the current of the original

conductor. For the configuration in Figure 2, the self-inductance of the segment of the

original coil in air with winding number w, defined as the end winding inductance in

Section 2, can then be calculated as

M D w2 �0

4�I

�

I �
�Z

ab

Z

bd

� C
Z

bc

Z

ab

� C
Z

bc

Z

cd

� C
Z

cd

Z

ac

�

C
Z

ab

Z

ab

d El1 � d El2
GMD

C
Z

bc

Z

bc

d El1 � d El2
GMD

C
Z

cd

Z

cd

d El1 � d El2
GMD

!

C
Z

ad

�

I �
�Z

ea

� C
Z

dg

�

�

C I 0 �
Z

eq

� C .I C I 0/

�
�Z

fe

� C
Z

gh

�

���

: (5)

Figure 2. Principle model of open-ended coil with finite length in air and perpendicular crossing

of the bonding surface between air and iron half-space.
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To calculate the stator end winding inductance at the phase level for use in the standard

single-phase equivalent circuit model, the inductances at the coil level, which can be

calculated as in the above example, first have to be merged to create higher level

inductance matrices. This will be described in the following section.

3.3. Calculation of Machine End Winding Inductances at Phase Level

Calculation of the one-sided self- and mutual inductances of all N stator coils in the

end winding section of the machine, as described in Section 3.2, yields the symmetrical

N � N matrix Mcoil. To obtain the stator end winding inductance at the phase level,

the inductances of Mcoil first have to be merged at the coil group level, and finally to

phase level inductance matrices Mcg and Mphase, as described in [17]. For machines with

three-phase windings in the abc-scheme and q slots per pole and phase, the required

connection matrices are formed as

C D

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

q
‚ …„ ƒ

1 1 � � � 1

0 0 � � � 0

:::
:::

:::
:::

0 0 0 0

0 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 0 � � � 0

1 1 � � � 1 � � � 0 0 � � � 0

:::
:::

:::
:::

: : :
:::

:::
:::

:::

0 0 0 0 � � � 1 1 � � � 1

9

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>=

>
>>
>>>
>>
>>
;

N
q

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

(6)

and

D D

N
q

‚ …„ ƒ
0

B
B
@

1 0 0 �1 0 0 � � � � � �
0 0 1 0 0 �1 � � � � � �
0 �1 0 0 1 0 � � � � � �

1

C
C
A

: (7)

Two-sided linear multiplication, taking into consideration the number of parallel coil

groups per phase gpar , then yields Mcg and Mphase:

Mcg D C � Mcoil � C
T; Mphase D 1

g2
par

D � Mcg � D
T D

0

B
B
@

Maa Mab Mac

Mba Mbb Mbc

Mca Mcb Mcc

1

C
C
A

: (8)

As Mphase is symmetrical due to the uniformly shaped coils, the single-phase inductance

for both end winding sections Le is equal for all phases. For example, the induced voltage

va;e in the end winding of phase a in both end winding sections of the machine can be

calculated with the elements from Mphase and is given by

va;e D 2 � d

dt
.Maa � ia C Mab � ib C Mac � ic/ D 2 � .Maa � Mab/

d

dt
ia; (9)
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thus yielding

Le D 2 � .Maa � Mab/: (10)

4. Analytical Model II: Resolution of End Winding Flux
into Components

The mmf in the end winding region exhibits an axial, a circumferential, and a (smaller)

radial component (see Figure 1). The simplified analytical calculation presented in this

section makes a basic assumption that the end winding flux can be resolved into com-

ponents due to the principle of superposition [1]. The following elements are taken into

account:

� a component excited by circumferential mmf, assigned to “circumferential” end

winding inductance Lec ;

� a component excited by axial mmf, assigned to “axial” end winding inductance

Lea;

� a component excited by mmf in the “nose” part (Figure 3), assigned to the nose

end winding inductance Len.

4.1. Calculation of the Circumferential Component

Circumferential mmf components are encountered in the skewed part of the stator winding

overhang, characterized by the axial width b (see Figure 3).

The method of images is applied to calculate the inductance Lec assigned to the

circumferential components of the stator conductors. A substitute circular conductor loop

with the mean diameter Dm, located in the geometrical center of the skewed part, is

introduced for this purpose (see Figure 4). The influence of the stator core is taken into

account by assuming its surface as an infinite half-plane, thus replacing it by image

conductors [20–22], as already stated in Section 3.2. The image current I 0

ec depends on

the true current Iec according to

I 0

ec D kmIec D �r � 1

�r C 1
Iec ; (11)

with the image factor km allowing an arbitrary relative permeability �r of the core

region to be taken into account [16]. Magnetically ideal iron with �r ! 1 would lead

to an image factor of 1. Yet for higher frequencies, the circumferential component of

the end zone current may induce eddy currents in the core that produce additional losses

and reduce the leakage reactance; this case can be taken into account by reducing the

core permeability, which results in a smaller image factor. The flux connected with

the substitute conductor can be calculated by evaluating the magnetic vector potential on

a circular path of integration located in four equally distributed computation points P1

to P4 (Figure 4). The distance rP between each computation point and the center of the

substitute conductor depicts the mean geometrical distance of the conductor to itself [23].

It is calculated by

rP D e. �
3

�
25
12

/

3
p

4
.b C h/; (12)
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Figure 3. Longitudinal section and top view of stator end winding region.

with b the width and h the mean height of the skewed part of the stator end winding

coil (Figure 3). For each computation point, the vector potential of a circular conductor

loop has a circumferential component

Ac D �0I
�

2�r

q

.z�/2 C
�

r�

0 C r�

�2 �
��

1 � k2

2

�

� K.k/ � E.k/

�

I � 2 ŒIec ; I 0

ec �;

(13)

with

k D
s

4r�

0 r�

.z�/2 C
�

r�

0 C r�

�2
: (14)

The expressions K.k/ and E.k/ in Eq. (13) denote complete elliptical integrals of the first

and second kinds. For each computation point P1 to P4, the radii of the current-carrying

(source) conductor r�

0 and of the computation point r� as well as the axial distance z�

between the source conductor and the computation point have to be chosen, as shown
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Figure 4. Application of method of images for calculating circumferential part of stator end

winding inductance (dimensions r�, r�

0 , and z� are shown exemplarily for calculating the vector

potential of Iec in computation point P3).

exemplarily in Figure 4. The vector potential in one computation point is to be calculated

by adding the results of Eq. (13) for the true current Iec and for the image current I 0

ec .

The magnetic flux is then calculated by

ˆec D
I

Acds D
Z 2�

0

Acrd' D 2�r � Ac I (15)

the mean value is then generated over the four computation points. The magnetic leakage

permeance of the circumferential stator conductor is then obtained by

�ec D ˆec

�0�DmIec

; (16)

which in turn yields the circumferential stator end winding inductance

Lec D 2�0le cos2 ˛
w2

1

p
�
�

�ec C 1

8�

�

; (17)

with le as the stator end winding conductor length in the skewed part, ˛ the skewing

angle of the diamond-shaped winding (Figure 3), w1 the number of turns per phase, and

p the number of pole pairs. The term 1/(8� ) is included to take into account the inner

self-inductance of the conductors [16].

4.2. Calculation of the Axial Component

Axial components of the mmf can be observed in the straight overhang and in the skewed

part of the stator end winding (Figure 3). The flux excited by these currents is assumed to
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flow in radial planes [1], which means that the influence of the iron core can be neglected

here. The calculation of the axial stator end winding inductance is based on a modified

approach for calculating the removed rotor inductance [24] given by

Lea;unskewed D 3

�
�0.w1�1/

2 1

p
�
�

2a C D

8p

�

: (18)

with �1 the winding factor of the fundamental wave, D the stator inner diameter, and

a the axial distance between the end plate and geometrical center of the skewed part

of the end winding. The term (D=8p) is included to take into account the axial spread of

the field. Due to skewing of the coils, the coil span reduces from W at x D b to 0

at x D 0 (Figure 3). Thus, the winding factor becomes a function of x and can be

expressed as

�1.x/ D 3

�
sin

�
W

�

�

2

x

b

�

; (19)

where � denotes the stator pole pitch. The contribution of each differential plane dx on

the axial stator inductance can be taken from Eqs. (18) and (19) as

�Lea D 3

�
�0

�

w1 � 3

�
sin

�
W

�

�

2

x

b

�

� sin ˛

�2
1

p
� .2dx/: (20)

The term sin ˛ considers that only the axial component of the end winding current is

taking effect. Integrating Eq. (20) from x D 0 to b, and adding the contributions of the

straight overhang (2a�b) and the axial field spread (D=8p), the axial stator end winding

inductance is given by

Lea D 3

�
�0.w1�1/2 1

p

2

6
6
4

.2a � b/ C b

0

B
B
@

1 �
sin

�
W

�
�

�

W

�
�

1

C
C
A

�
3 sin ˛

��1

�2

C D

8p

3

7
7
5

: (21)

4.3. Calculation of the Nose Component

In addition to inductance components assigned to tangential and axial conductors, the

diamond-shaped stator winding excites flux components attached to the nose and the outer

parts of the skewed coil sides (Figure 3). The inductance assigned to this flux component

can be roughly estimated by

Len � 12

�
�0.w1�1/

2 rn

Dn

�

rn� C 4

3
b sin2 ˛

�

; (22)

with rn the radius of the winding mandrel of the nose and Dn the diameter of the

geometrical center of the nose (Figure 3).

4.4. Combination of Inductance Components

Applying the principle of superposition, the inductances calculated for the different flux

components have to be added to obtain the subtotal stator end winding inductance per

phase:

Le D Lec C Lea C Len: (23)
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5. 3D Finite-element Computation

To validate the correctness of the analytical calculation methods, the stator end winding

inductance was calculated using 3D FEA with the tool ANSYS Maxwell 3D (ANSYS,

Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA). The following simplifications apply.

� The stator winding has been modeled by current-driven, stranded coils located in

air; each coil consists of one turn.

� The cross-section of one coil is approximated as a square; the nose region is

simplified as a straight junction.

� The model has been cut at the end plate surface.

� Two boundary conditions apply at the end plate surface—either tangential flux

(Neumann boundary condition [b.c.]) or normal flux (even symmetry)—according

to a relative permeability of the iron core of �r D 0 (tangential flux) or �r ! 1
(normal flux).

For example, the geometrical end winding model of machine II (cf., Table 1 in Section

7) is shown in Figure 5.

Based on the above-mentioned simplifications, the matrix of the self- and mutual

inductances of the single end winding turns is calculated as follows. First the magne-

tostatic field problem is solved for all coils fed from a symmetrical three-phase current

system. The single coils are then fed sequentially with a current of 1 A, and a separate

field calculation is carried out in each case, yielding the distribution of the magnetic

flux density and the magnetic field strength for the problem region. The self- and mutual

inductances of two coils v and k are then calculated by evaluating the energy integral

over the problem region � (Iv D Ik D 1 A):

Lvk D
Z Z Z

EBv
EHkd�; (24)

yielding the stator end winding inductance matrix Mturn at the turn level. To obtain the

end winding inductance Le per phase, Mturn first has to be multiplied by the square

Figure 5. 3D FEA geometrical model of stator end winding (machine II, 2p D 4 poles, coils of

1 pole transparently shown). (color figure available online)
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of the number of turns w per coil to obtain the inductance matrix at the coil level

(Mcoil D w2
Mturn). Mcoil then has to be reduced to the coil group level and finally to the

phase level, as described in Section 3.3.

6. Removed Rotor Measurements

6.1. Measurement of Stator Phase Inductance

During the removed rotor test, rotor and bearing shields are disassembled, and the

stator winding is fed with the rated symmetrical three-phase current [24, 25]. The stator

inductance per phase is calculated by

L1 D 1

2�f1

�
s

�
VS

IS

�2

�
�

P

3I 2
S

�2

; (25)

with VS and IS the measured stator voltage and current per phase, P the overall measured

active power, and f1 the supply frequency.

6.2. Calculation of Stator End Winding Inductance

For the removed rotor test, the overall stator inductance L1 consists of the components

� slot and tooth tip leakage inductance Ls;

� end winding inductance Le; and

� inductance Lb assigned to the main bore field, which occurs within the range of

the disassembled rotor.

To separate the end winding inductance Le from the measured stator inductance L1, the

additional components Ls and Lb have been calculated using 2D magnetostatic FEA

with the tool FEMAG DC (Institute for Electrical Machines at Swiss Federal Institute

of Technology [ETH], Zurich) (Prof. K. Reichert). In Figure 6, the magnetic field lines

representing the slot, tooth tip, and bore field inside the core region are illustrated for

machine II at the rated stator current.

As mentioned in [24, 25], to calculate the bore field inductance Lb , the axial spread

of the field at the machine ends has to be taken into account. Therefore, the value

Lb;FEA calculated by FEMAG DC is increased by an additional component, yielding the

expression

Lb D Lb;FEA C 6

�
�0.w1�1/

2 1

p
� �

6
„ ƒ‚ …

axial field spread

: (26)

With the measured inductance per phase given by Eq. (25) and the numerically calculated

values for the slot, tooth tip, and bore field inductance, taking into account the axial field

spread of the bore field based on Eq. (26), the end winding inductance per phase is finally

determined by

Le D L1 � Ls � Lb : (27)
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Figure 6. Magnetic field distribution inside core of machine II at rated stator current, calculated

by 2D FEA. (color figure available online)

7. Comparison of Results

Finally, a comparison is drawn up between the different calculation and measurement

results. The basic parameters of the induction machines being investigated are listed in

Table 1.

It has been mentioned that analytical models I and II are capable of taking into

account the stator core permeability. Initially, the results for the boundary condition

�r D 0 (tangential flux, field lines do not enter the stator core) will be discussed. It is

obvious that this boundary condition cannot be applied in practice using removed rotor

measurements; as a consequence, no measurement results are given in this case. Instead,

the results of the known analytical calculation method described by Alger [1] are given,

a method that is valid only for the previously mentioned boundary condition �r D 0.

The end winding inductances per phase for machines I to VII are displayed in Figure 7.

Table 1

Investigated machines

No. Rated power, Pr (kW) Number of poles, 2p Shaft height (mm)

I 650 2 400

II 365 4 315

III 1330 4 560

IV 220 6 315

V 425 6 355

VI 465 8 400

VII 416 10 450
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As can be seen, the results of the analytical models correlate very well with the 3D FEA

calculations. In particular, the Neumann method (analytical model I) correlates very well

with the numerical field calculation for this boundary condition. With increasing pole

number, the end winding inductance decreases due to the smaller pole pitch and thereby

a smaller end winding conductor length.

The end winding inductances for the boundary condition �r ! 1 (normal flux,

field lines enter the stator core perpendicularly) are shown in Figure 8. In addition to the

results of the analytical models (I and II) and the numerical computation, the measured

values, calculated as delineated in Section 6.2, are shown. As expected, the inductances

are generally greater than the values for the tangential flux b.c. This is due to the higher

magnetic conductivity in the stator core range. It is notable in this case that analytical

models I and II show a higher discrepancy than for �r D 0, especially for the two-pole

machine I. On average, analytical model II has the best correlation to the measured values.

Nevertheless, the deviation between calculation and measurement is up to 61% for the

higher pole machines. In most cases, the measured inductances are bigger than those

analytically calculated. This fact is surprising because most of the effects not considered

in the calculation model (e.g., eddy currents in surrounding parts, skin effect) would lead

to a reduction of the end winding inductance. One possible explanation is the uncertainty

due to the indirect measurement method (Section 6.2), because, especially for higher

pole machines, the percentage of the end winding inductance in the overall inductance

is low, and inaccuracies in the inductances L1, Ls , and Lb become more influential (cf.,

Eq. (27)). Other possible reasons for this behavior have still to be identified.

As described in Sections 3.3 and 5, when applying analytical model I (Neumann

integrals) and the 3D FEA, the end winding inductances are calculated in successive

steps (turn level ! coil level ! coil group level ! phase level). Therefore, these

results can be investigated in more detail by comparing inductances at the single coil

Figure 7. Comparison of analytically and numerically calculated single-phase end winding

inductances (boundary condition: tangential flux, �r D 0).
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Figure 8. Comparison of analytically and numerically calculated as well as measured single-phase

end winding inductances (boundary condition: normal flux, �r ! 1).

and coil group levels. Figures 9 and 10 exemplarily show the calculated inductances

for machine I (48 coils in 6 coil groups), which gives an adequate basis for discussion,

as similar characteristics can be observed for the other machines being investigated. In

Figure 9, inductances are depicted for one single coil with itself (index 1) and with all

successive coils along the circumference (ascending index). The same scheme applies for

the diagram showing the coil group inductances.

As can be expected, except for the self-inductances denoted with index 1, the

diagrams show perfect symmetry for the position of the flux-linking coils along the cir-

cumference. Furthermore, assuming that the flux enters the iron core (i.e. �r ! 1), it

is plausible that absolute values of the inductances are predominantly higher than when

assuming tangential flux at the boundary.

Similar to the results for the phase inductances, the results calculated with the bound-

ary condition of tangential flux (�r D 0) show excellent correlation between the different

calculation methods at both the single coil and coil group levels. For normal flux

(�r ! 1), a higher deviation has been observed in the single-phase inductance results

(Figure 8) between the Neumann method and the 3D FEA as well as analytical model II

(resolution of flux components), respectively. To a considerable extent, this obviously

comes from different mutual inductances between the coils with negative flux linkage

to each other (zone of negative flux linkage), for which the Neumann method calculates

mutual inductances with substantially higher absolute values than 3D FEA.

8. Conclusion

The objective of this article is to provide a comparison between different analytical

methods for calculating the stator end winding inductance of high-voltage induction

machines. Two analytical models have been presented in detail—the first model (solution
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Figure 9. Comparison of analytically and numerically calculated inductances at coil level for

machine I.

Figure 10. Comparison of analytically and numerically calculated inductances at coil group level

for machine I.
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of Neumann integrals), which is based on the work in [14–17], and the second model

(resolution of end winding flux into components), which represents original work. The

results of both analytical models have been compared to the known analytical method of

Alger [1], to numerical 3D FEA calculations, and, in particular, to measurements made

on a broad range of different induction machines.

The results show that for the boundary condition of tangential flux (�r D 0) at

the axial machine end plates, the different analytical models (Neumann, flux resolution,

Alger) correlate very well with each other and with numerical field calculations. The

analysis at the single coil level particularly confirms the excellent correlation between

the analytical Neumann method (analytical model I) and the 3D FEA.

Nevertheless, the removed rotor measurement results indicate that to calculate the end

winding inductance of rotating electrical machines, the end plate boundary condition has

to be set to normal flux (�r ! 1) for low frequencies, as the grid frequency in the present

investigation. This means that the magnetic field amplification due to the laminated iron

core must be considered. For higher frequencies, smaller permeability values may be

appropriate for taking into account the reduction of the leakage reactance due to eddy

currents in the core induced by the circumferential end zone current component. The

boundary condition �r ! 1 cannot be represented using the Alger method, which thus

results in inductances that are too low. However, analytical models I and II have the

necessary capacity of taking into account arbitrary core permeabilities.

The best correlation between theoretical results and experimental data is obtained

with analytical model II (resolution of end winding flux into components). In addition,

this model uses a more simple geometric approach and can be implemented more easily

than model I (solution of Neumann integrals). On the other hand, model I provides the

opportunity of performing investigations at the single coil level, which may be helpful

for analyzing unsymmetrical windings. Compared to numerical 3D FEA, both analytical

models investigated in this study allow the stator end winding inductance to be reasonably

estimated within a small fraction of the time required for the numerical field solution.

This makes them suitable for industrial machine design processes.

Ongoing work will focus on adapting the analytical models for calculating the end

winding inductance of the rotor cage as well as the end region coupling inductance

between stator and rotor. In addition, a geometrical model for random-wound low-voltage

windings will be implemented. Beyond that, the influence of higher stator frequencies

on the reduction of the end winding inductance due to eddy currents in the core as well

as skin effect has to be studied, which may be of interest for high-speed inverter-fed

machines.
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